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to remain absolutely independent, It was only when their
freedom was threatened that they of necessity formed unions
with varying degrees of cohesion. Even then, we find, these
unions dissolved as soon as the fear of foreign aggression
was gone hut were reformed when the fear again appeared.
Thus there was no continuity in them.
( A )   Ancient Greek  Contributions.
Freeman while admitting the true federal character o£
the Achaian, Boeotian and Aetolian Leagues, insists that
the Delphian Amphictyony did not represent a federal
government. He says that the Council of the Amphictyony
" represented Greece as an ecclesiastical Synod represented
Western Christendom, not as a Swiss Diet or an American
Congress represents the Federation of which it is the common
legislature.1'* But this view is not correct for in those
days when international diplomacy, colonial policy, and
commercial activity were confined within a very
limited sphere and people lived a most simple sort
of life, religion was the most important basis of all
forms of polity. Indeed, to the Greeks of those
days it was quite unthinkable to have conceived
a polity which was developed by ,tho people of
the Middle Ages or those of our own times. It is
clear, therefore, that Freeman, unconsciously forgetting the
nature of ancient life and ancient polity, has made a very
unhappy and indeed unsuitable comparison of Greek political
institutions with those of the medieval or modern days.
It is true "that Amphictyonic unions had ono of the
characteristic elements of federation, namely that they were
* Freeman. * History of Federal Government'„ Vol. I. p, 127,
In Greece these religious associations really drew iie Hevcral cities
together and thus deyelopecl a federation which had ft religious basis Cor its
cohesion, Hence the view of Freeman as expressed in the words quoted
above can hardly be taken as denoting a true aspect of the farm of ancitwt
Greek polity. We shall reverb to this subject later on,

